ARE COYOTES DANGEROUS?

On rare occasions, human-fed coyotes have bitten people. Although naturally curious, coyotes are usually timid animals that run away if challenged. Coyotes can be a risk to people once they become comfortable around humans, usually as a result of feeding or indifference. When this occurs, coyotes lose their natural fear and learn to see humans, their yards and their pets as food sources and safe havens. You must aggressively discourage coyotes from feeling comfortable around you and your family by never intentionally feeding coyotes, eliminating attractants (food sources, including pet food) from your yard, using aggressive gestures toward coyotes when you see them, and encouraging your neighbors to do the same.

RESOURCES

For more information on living with urban wildlife, see the Arizona Game and Fish Department’s Living with Wildlife webpage at www.azgfd.gov/urbanwildlife or call the Department at:

Flagstaff (928) 774-5045  Pinetop (928) 367-4281
Kingman (928) 692-7700  Tucson (520) 628-5376
Mesa (480) 981-9400  Yuma (928) 342-0091
Phoenix (602) 942-3000

Other websites include the Stanley Park Ecology Society at stanleyparkecology.ca for urban coyote information, and the Internet Center for Wildlife Damage Management at wildlifedamage.unl.edu for wildlife damage information. You can also go to a search engine and type in “living with coyotes” or “coyote roller” for related sites.

Portions of this brochure were reproduced with the permission of the Stanley Park Ecology Society, Vancouver, BC, Canada.

ARE coyotes DAnGeRous?

Coyotes are wild canines that are clever and opportunistic. They are well adapted to living in cities, suburbs, rural towns and agricultural areas. When developments are built in their habitat, coyotes are not permanently displaced. Some move on to other areas, but many simply adjust to their new environment. Coyotes can be seen at golf courses, parks, preserves and in many neighborhoods — maybe even yours!

COYOTE TRAITS AND BEHAVIORS

- Coyotes live throughout Arizona and in every state except Hawaii. Their range has expanded with the human removal of their predators, such as the wolf.
- They weigh 15-30 pounds. Females are slightly smaller than males.
- Coyotes eat whatever is available, including seeds, dates and other fruit, dead animals, rodents, rabbits, garbage, pet food, house cats and small dogs.
- They breed every year. They have two to 12 pups per litter, with an average of six. Pups are raised in a den.
- Coyotes may be seen in groups, called packs, or alone.
- Removing coyotes from one area generally results in other coyotes moving in from surrounding areas and breeding faster.

It is generally not normal for coyotes to attack or pursue humans; it is a learned response to human feeding or indifference.
What Should I Do If a Coyote Approaches Me?

Remember, the human is dominant and must act that way. Here are some things to remember:

- Never approach a coyote.
- Show you are dominant by keeping eye contact with the animal.
- Yell or make loud noises with whistles, blare music, or bang on pots and pans.
- Encourage coyotes to leave by spraying with a hose, throwing sticks or rocks near them, or shaking a can filled with pennies or pebbles.
- Don’t stimulate a coyote’s chase instinct by running.
- Pick up small pets.
- Protect small children so they won’t panic and run.

What About Children’s Safety?

Small children can be at risk from coyotes. However, in Arizona, it is rare for a coyote to bite any human. In Maricopa County, 16 coyote bites were reported between 1997 and 2014, and 15 of those bites were attributed to people feeding the coyotes. Supervise children under 5 years old wherever wildlife may be a concern, especially near a source of water like a pool, around streets that coyotes use as travel corridors, and with domestic dogs that could attract or fight with coyotes.

How Can I Discourage Coyotes from Entering My Backyard?

If there is a regular coyote food source in one yard on your block, then coyotes will be active throughout the neighborhood. All potential food sources must be removed to keep the coyotes from becoming dangerously comfortable around humans. An indifferent attitude toward a coyote in your yard has the same effect as feeding it. If a coyote is in your yard, you need to make the animal aware it is not welcome. Here are some things you can do:

- Do not feed wildlife.
- Store garbage inside or in wildlife-proof containers.
- Place trash containers outside at the last possible time on day of pickup.
- Feed pets inside or remove uneaten pet food between feedings.
- Keep pets indoors or on a leash. When outside, keep pets in a secure enclosure with a roof or supervise at all times.
- Supervise small children.
- Trim back plants and bushes around the house to prevent hiding or resting places.
- Install outdoor lighting.
- Reduce a coyote’s ability to get over a fence or wall by building it at least 6 feet tall, burying the bottom a few inches underground, and installing barbed wire, electric wire, or a pipe that spins around a wire on the top.

Also, to scare a coyote away, you should act as large and threatening as possible. Make aggressive gestures with your arms and legs, or by waving an object at the animal. Move toward an area with other people or a building.

Know the Law

It is your responsibility to know the laws. Coyotes can only be captured or killed by someone with a proper license from the Arizona Game and Fish Department, or in defense of yourself or another person. Check your local ordinances regarding the use of firearms and traps.

It is unlawful to feed coyotes in Maricopa and Pima Counties per Arizona Revised Statute 13-2927. Violations can result in a fine of up to $300.